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Our Maine Woods Novelist
By Fred K. Owen

OLMAN DAY’S fondness for
the Maine woods was a fond
ness for the original and
picturesque characters to be found
in lumber camps and back-woods
settlements, rather than a regard
for tall trees, rugged mountains or
the azure spread of lakes in summer.
The color that appealed to him most
was the hue of a cardigan jacket or
flaming shirt of a river driver, rather
than the painted leaves of autumn
or the blue and white of rushing
waters.
I don’t mean by this that Mr. Day
had no appreciation of beautiful
scenery, for he had, as any reader
of his books and verses must realize,
but he liked men vastly more than
he did inanimate nature. He felt the
thrill of the clash of strong men and
the play of the primitive passions
and he did enjoy oddity and origi
nality of character. In the forests he
found all of these to the full, which
was why he liked the woods and why
he wrote so much about them.
Mr. Day acquired the greater part
of his knowledge of woods life years
ago when he was a special writer for
the Lewiston Journal. His news
paper duties not infrequently took
him to remote and not easily accessi
ble parts of Maine and when his sum
mer vacation would come, he would
shoulder his pack, bundle up his
fish rods and set forth for the tall
timbers. In this way he became
acquainted with guides, lumberjacks
and bosses, and more especially with
the strange men who from some
freak in their make-up prefer to

H

Holman F. Day

spend the greater portion of their
lives far from town and village. He
had a memory that was a phono
graphic record in its completeness
and like the picture of a great artist
in accuracy and detail.
So when he found it more profit
able to quit newspaper work he had
a wealth of material upon which to
draw.
Woods life is different now from
what it was 25 years ago when the
Maine author studied it at first hand,
and I suppose that many of the word
pictures that he drew would be con
sidered out of date and antiques, to
those now engaged in the lumbering
business. But what he wrote was
true to life when he penned his verses
and his poems. Somehow he seemed

to penetrate the exterior of the rough
and often taciturn men whom he
came to know and to be able to
think their thoughts and search out
their motives. What he wrote was
history, even though many of the in
cidents that he described were fic
titious and the characters that he
described were of his own creation, or
at any rate composites of the in
dividuals that he met.
The man who wrote and asked me
to write something about Mr. Day
for the Northern said that he knew
little about him and found few
among those with whom he worked
who did. I assume by that, that at
least a little something of a biograph
ical nature is desired. That may be
very readily supplied. Mr. Day was
born in Vassalboro and I first knew
him when he came up to Waterville
to take a year at Coburn to complete
his fit for Colby college. He entered
Colby with me and graduated in the
class of 1887, which I need not re
mind the reader was quite a good
many years ago. He had written
some verses and was 87’s class poet
graduation day, when Forrest Good
win, who afterwards came to be a
congressman from Maine to die in
office, was class orator.
Holman had planned to be a news
paper man and after serving an ap
prenticeship on two or three week
lies and trying his hand at running
a paper of his own in Dexter, he went
to work for the Lewiston Journal.
The Journal was then looking for
just the kind of stuff that Holman
could write about Maine, and his

Posterity will talk of Washington as the founder of a great empire, when my name shall be lost in the
vortex of revolution—Napoleon Bonaparte
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talents and tastes were given free
range.
The editor of the Journal was
Harry Andrews, now one of the
owners of the Los Angeles Times and
one of the foremost editors of the
country. Mr. Andrews appreciated
Mr. Day’s abilities and helped him
much to develop them.
The young reporter’s talents for
verse writing were quickly perceived
by Mr. Andrews and before long he
had the new member of his staff
writing a poem a day for the “State
Chat” column which the editor him
self started. The Day poems soon
began to attract attention outside of
Maine and were frequently copied in
more widely circulated publications.
A Boston firm of publishers took
note of this and offered to bring them
out in book form.
The proposal was accepted and
thus the little book of verse which
Mr. Day called “Up in Maine” was
launched. It sold like hot cakes and
was reprinted and reprinted again.
The collection was a faithful anthol
ogy of Maine life and appealed es
pecially to sons and daughters of the
Pine Tree state who had left the
place of their nativity to seek a
livelihood elsewhere.
It still has that appeal and al
though it was 25 years ago that the
book first appeared from the press,
it has regular sale even now.
But there wasn’t much money in
“poems” as Mr. Day used to call
his efforts, and he soon after essayed
short story writing. It was but a
step from that to the novel. His
first book was Squire Phin. The
story of the squire is a tale of village
life, but it was written in the woods.
Holman and I frequently used to go
fishing at Long pond which is in the
Katahdin Iron Works region, so
when he took the contract for writing
a long story, he went up to this pond,
had built for himself a camp there
and proceeded to grind out his tale.
For recreation he would go out and
angle for landlocked salmon, red
spots or togue. His copy was carried
nine miles by buckboard to the near
est post office and the proofs came
back to him over the same route.

The Northern
Squire Phin proved a success and
was afterwards dramatized.
Mr. Day’s next story was a real
woods novel. He called it King
Spruce and although he has written
voluminously since, it has always
been my idea that he never produced
anything better. He told me once
that the name of this story was sug
gested to him by John F. Sprague,
the veteran Piscataquis lawyer and
something of a writer himself. I
guess that this fact has never before
been published, so there is some real
news in this story, after all.
It might be to render this sketch
too prosaic to undertake to give a
list of Mr. Day’s works in which are
included eight or ten novels, three
volumes of verse and innumerable
short stories for the Saturday Post
and other publications. He did not
stick to the North woods of course,
but wrote political stories and sea
stories. Besides King Spruce, his
woods novels include Rainy Day,
Railroad War and Mayor of the
Woods, which first appeared as se
rials in the Youths’ Companion, The
Red Lane, which was a smuggling
story located in the upper St. John
region, and Rider of the King Log,
which latter is a wonderfully thrill
ing tale of the forests.
Squire Phin was dramatized by
a professional playwright, but some
half dozen years ago Mr. Day wrote
a play of his own which was called
“Along Came Ruth” and proved
very successful. It was an adapta
tion to a Maine locality of an idea
found in a French drama. King
Spruce and The Rider of the King
Log have been picturized and pos
sibly others of Mr. Day’s stories.
Some three or four years ago
Mr. Day got interested in the mov
ing picture business himself and
directed a studio at Augusta. Some
very good pictures were produced,
but the enterprise did not prove a
financial success and in the winter
of 1922, Mr. Day returned to Bos
ton where he resumed story writing.
Something like a year ago there
came an offer to him to go to Holly
wood, I believe, as literary director
with one of the big moving picture
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concerns located there. It meant
giving up story-writing, but this
proved to be only temporary, for
already he has left the picture game
and is once more writing. In the
spring a new novel will appear.
So much for biography, which is
rather sketchily done as may have
been observed, but I trust that it
will serve.
I have said that I thought that
King Spruce was Mr. Day’s best
story and I may as well add that he
never wrote as good verses as those
he scribbled off to fulfil the “poem
a day” assignment of the editor of
the Journal. Every once in a while
I pick up that little book and read
from it. Have the men of the Great
Northern ever read “The Chap that
Swings the Axe” which begins —

“Sing a song of paper; first the tall
straight spruce,
Torn from off the mountain for
the roaring presses’ use?”

If not I think it might appeal to
them, even though spruce are now
sawed down instead of chopped.
Then there is “Mr. What’s His
Name of Seboomook.” It is one of
the most popular of Mr. Day’s poems
and one of the most dramatic. It
was about a crack river driver who
“Swore that he’d go through, where
no other West Branch driver ever
saved the shirt he wore.” The hero
of this little epic did go through, but
“They found him miles below;
But his mother would not know
The mangled mass Seboomook
belched from out her vap’rous
throat.”
The tale was brought to town, —
“But alas for human glory, the
galoot who brought the story
Remembered all the details, but
forgot the fellow’s name.”

This story, by the way is a true
one.
Personally Mr. Day is one of the
most lovable of men and an ex
tremely delightful companion. He is
democratic, is what is called a “good
mixer” and I have never known a
successful man more unassuming.
You get to know men when you go
into the woods with them, and as a

Lincoln—no leader ever more completely combined in his personality the graces of gentleness with
rugged determination—L. L. Mills
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friend and companion Holman Day
stood every test. He was never ob
trusive, but wonderfully observant,
as a successful writer must be. The
last time that he was in Maine was
a few months before he went to
California. He came down to spend
a fortnight with his old friend and
woods companion, William S. Owen
of Milo. He loafed about the vil-

lage, did a little fishing and visited
some of his old haunts. It was just
the sort of a vacation he liked and
I have an idea that way across the
continent, he is planning just such
a visit again, at some time possibly
in the indefinite future. When he
comes his friends will be mighty
glad to see him.

A Toast
Here’s to the Maine-born winning their way
Out in the big, wide world today!
But here’s from my heart an earnest toast—
Here’s to the boys who stay!
Holman F. Day

My Own Bear Story
By C. E. Cochrane

NE hears wonderful stories —
at second or twenty-second
hand—But in most of them
Bruin seems to have been the real
hero of the tale, so I have no shame
in acknowledging that such is the
case in my own and only experience
with him.
It was during my first summer in
the north that I was walking along
an old wood road just back of our
camp, searching for raspberries, that
I saw a plainly clawed indentation in
the smooth sand of a rain-washed rut.
I did not need experience nor the
word of the wood-wise to tell me
that that was a bear track. I went
no further but hastened back to camp
to tell Him all about it.
Life seemed so vivid and exciting
just then and I felt a nearness to the
heroines of the Great Out-door fic
tion that I had never hoped to exper
ience. And all He said was “Hum!
Better stick around a little closer.
Is supper nearly ready?”
I yanked a frying pan from its nail
thinking scornful thoughts. Some
people never get the full flavor of
the wine of life. The most thrilling
experiences leave them hungry or
tired or cross.

O

After feeding Him, two rambling
cats, three pairs of wood-peckers —
assorted sizes — somebody’s black
dog, and a wren and her young fam
ily, I lay resting and sulking on one of
the narrow wire beds while He went
to the spring for water. Wouldn’t
take me. And I wished Him to take
me and a gun (the latter just for an
emergency) and hunt up that bear
for me to look at.
Presently I heard steps, rather
clattery ones, coming into the small
cookroom at the back. I spoke and
got no answer. From the sounds I
thought that He was looking for
cookies or doughnuts. Well let Him
hunt for them himself as that was the
the only sort of hunting He cared for.
Then I heard steps that sounded
much more familiar and His voice
saying hurriedly, “Who’s in here?”
It was quite dark by this time and
He came into the larger room and lit
a lamp. He took up the lamp with
one hand and pushed me back with
the other but when He held the lamp
high to see into the corners of the
outer room I was there.
“Huh! Porcupine!” He said.
“There he is on the bread jar.”
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“Let me look,” I said, crowding
in, “I never saw a real one before.”
“What kind have you seen?” He
asked.
“Just poor sick looking prisoners,”
I answered.
“Where’s the poker?” He asked
seizing that implement.
“Don’t you dare hurt him,” I
ordered.
“It won’t hurt me.”
“No; but you’ll hurt it.”
“S’matter with you? First you
want a six foot bear and now you
want a porcupine.”
“I just want to watch him,” I said.
Well, that porcupine was a gentle
manly fellow — or lady—for it looked
us and our belongings over for a few
minutes and then rubbed his nose,
scrambled from the jar and walked
out the door, toenails clapping on
the board flooring.
He replaced the poker with a bang.
“You should have married the keep
er of a Zoo,” He said with heavy sar
casm.
“No; I like ’em wild,” I returned.
“You’ll have a wild man soon;
want to adopt all the unattached
fauna in Somerset County?”
Well, we had about settled down
to normalcy and were both reading
when a light touch-and-go fandango
seemed to be performing itself on the
shelves holding our pans and crock
ery. One would never think the
racket could be caused by the little
red squirrel which we saw glaring
and trembling in a corner of the
shelf.
He got the poker again. “Chase
it away without hurting it,” I yelled
grabbing the other end of the poker.
He tried chasing it but it was as silly
as any squirrel in a cage with a wheel
and it spun about from place to place
for ten minutes before it popped
through the over-large pipe hole and
disappeared.
He replaced the poker with ex
aggerated gentleness and a sigh de
noting exasperation, the end of a per
fect patience, and other things like
that, and took up his paper. “And
the next four legged critter that en
ters you may chase or entertain to
suit yourself.”

Washington is the mightiest name of earth, long since mightiest in the cause of civil liberty, still
mightiest in moral reformation—Abraham Lincoln
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AS ’TIZ

By BILL MORIARTY

McCarty and Kelly sat beside the road,
Perched on a grassy hummock,
Discussing the chow of the logging camps
That you get to prop up your stomach.

“But things hev changed fer the likes uv us
From what they wuz years ago;
An’ yer bread is made uv compressed yeast,
They’ve done away with sour dough.

Said Mac to Kell, “I wish you’d tell
Uv the old days in the woods,
When Micky Dunroe an’ Joe Pretto
Dished up thar home-brewed goods.”

An’ when ye saw pertaters,
Butter or sugar, coffee or cream,
’Twuz while ye were snorin’ the loudest,
’Twuz a delusion uv yer dream.

There’s turnips an’ carrots an’ cabbage an’ fish
Either fresh, smoked or salt, as yer choose;
An’ there’s all kinds of meat fer the loggers to eat,
An’ papers that give ye the news.
There’s fresh beef and ham, sausage an’ lamb,
An’ lots uv Aroostook pertaters;
There’s corn bread an’ hash and Russian goulash,
An’ boxes of good canned termaters.
There’s macaroni an’cheese, rice an’prunes if yew please
Tea, sugar, coffee an’ cream;
An’ spare-ribs ter roast, an’ all kinds uv toast—
Why, McCarty, it seems like a dream!
An’ if yer feelin’ empty
An’ want ter fill out the seams,
Try corn bread or cookies or doughnuts,
Or even pork an’ beans.
Ye can’t see how they do it?
Too expensive, ye’re tryin’ ter hint.
Don’t ye savvy, Mac, that good food an’ sech
Is a wise investmint.

Sometimes, ye’d get some brook trout
That wuz caught along the streams;
But the power thet kept things movin’
Wuz PORK and yaller-eyed BEANS.

In the old days we cut ter waste,
And the bosses wuz durned erratic;
But the present bunch hev timed thar pace
An’ thar workin’s are systematic.”

“Ye might complain, but never again,
Uv the cake bein’ heavy as lead;
If ye kicked on the dope, they’d feed ye soap,
Mixed in the ginger-bread.
We had tea, codfish an’ merlasses,
An’ bags uv Injun meal.
Ye cud dream uv white pertaters
Thet ye’d never get ter peel.
Ther wuz good salt pork in barrels
In them days uv long ago;
The bread? ’Twuz just salt an’ soda
Mixed up with sour dough.

We had been asleep for several
hours when I was awakened by a
noise that came seemingly from be
neath my bed. A bump that jarred
the tent platform brought me up
with a bounce. I had put two beef
steaks away with a heavy stone on
the cover under the floor just there;
some one or something was moving
that stone. I heard queer breath
ing and snuffling and an odor floated
around me that I had smelled often
but only in certain places—the bear
pits and dens of all the Zoos I had
ever visited.
“Oh! ”I said—and must have said
it with emphasis for He started up
with “now what’s the matter?” •
“My bear’s here; I must see him.”
“Must you? Where is it? How
do you know?”
“I smell it and hear it. It’s get
ting a beefsteak. I’ll just peep out
and—”

“You’ll stay right where you are,
that’s what you’ll do,” He said in a
tone of One-who-must-be-obeyed.
“I may never have the chance to
see another wild bear,” I wailed.
“You’ll live if you don’t and you
may not if you do. Besides if you
think I am going to spend the even
ing humoring your little four-footed
friends and get up in the middle of
the night and bring in a perfect
stranger, a bear to whom we have
never been introduced, to make a
friendly call your thinking appar
atus needs a going over and besides
again I don’t believe there is a bear
here.”
Then I yelled in earnest, (not with
fright, of course) for a thudding
bump shook the frail wainscoting
that supported the tent with force
enough to move the light wire bed
several inches; really, for I looked in
the morning and could see where the

rollers had marked the floor. A
scuffling as of clumsy footsteps fol
lowed and then all was still except
the frogs, the mosquitoes, and a
lonesome sounding skunk.
“You scared him all right,’’chuck
led He. “Bet he has fainted.”
In the morning I found flies and
things feasting on one steak—the
other was gone and the plate I had
used as a cover was in pieces.
I am sure no small animal could
have moved that stone. I am sure
I smelled a bear. I am sure only a
a bear could have given the tentwall
that heavy shove—or a cow; and
cows do not eat beef, or do they if
they can get it?
And I think it was quite an ad
venture to have a bear as close as
that; I am sure I never heard of any
one being so close to one unless he
was killing it or it trying to kill him.

Lincoln was one of the few great rulers whose wisdom increased with his power, and whose spirit grew
gentler and tenderer as his triumphs were multiplied—James A. Garfield
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Northern News
Spencer Pond Operation
A delicious Christmas dinner was
served at Fred Gilbert’s camp, Spen
cer Pond Operation, by the cook, Mr.
Mr. Leo G. Fournier, and his wife.
They were assisted by Mr. Fournier’s
brothers, Gerald and Frank, as
waiters.
Those seated at the table were Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Gilbert, L. Dumas,
Odilon Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs. Four
nier, Mr. and Mrs. Duty, Mr. and
Mrs. Blaine French, with their son
Edmund, Louis Vielleux and E. L.
Bradford.
The dinner consisted of roast tur
key with stuffing, carrot sauce, pork
chops, sliced beets, catsup, cranberry
and strawberry sauce, grapefruit,
Christmas cake, sponge cake, jelly
roll, cream pie, chocolate pie with
whipped cream, tarts, rondells, can
dy, nuts and cigars.

Rockwood
Miss Katherine Hilton, who is at
tending school in Waterville, spent
her Christmas vacation with her
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. A.
G. Hilton of Rockwood.
Miss Kathleen Sargent, and Wil
liam Sargent, were at home with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Sargent, during the Christmas re
cesses of their schools. Kathleen is
attending Saint Joseph’s Convent at
Deering, Maine. William attends
Saint Mary’s at Van Buren.
Mr. Andrew G. Faulkner, has re
cently been with us, substituting for
John M. Morrison during the latter’s
absence.
Miss Yvonne Evoy has left her
place at Kineo Boarding House as
cook and has returned to her home
in Saint Henedine, Quebec. Mrs.
Lena Shaw has accepted the place
left vacant by Miss Evoy.

Mrs. William P. McClure has
given up her work as laundress at
Kineo Boarding House. Her place
has been taken by Mrs. J. E. Sargent
Mrs. Aimee Polyot is working at
Kineo Boarding House as Table
girl and Jennie Tomar is doing the
chamber work.
Mr. E. A. Buker has been unable
to return to his work at Kineo Har
ness Shop. He has been forced to
remain at his home in Searsport by
the serious illness of his wife who was
stricken while he was home for
Christmas.
Phillip Evoy has returned to his
home in Canada, having left his
position at Kineo Harness Shop.
The Greenleaf repair crews have
been struggling with the low tem
perature that is prevalent in these
parts just now. They have been
running concrete forms with the aid
of a steam boiler and have made good
headway considering the severity of
the weather.
Sterling Dymond and Dennis Cur
ran were among the Northern em
ployees who spent Christmas in Ban
gor with their families.
Frank Greenleaf and Gleason Tay
lor practically suspended operations
over the Christmas week end. The
majority of their crews returned to
their home for the holiday.

Musquacook Operation
On Christmas day the boys at the
depot camp were treated to a chicken
dinner with all the fixin’s, through
the generosity of Mr. Spearin, the
genial and energetic contractor who
is the operator of the camp and
cook -room. A great deal of credit is
also due our cook, Archie Scott, for
the appetizing manner in which the
dinner was served. Moving pictures
and Victrola music provided by the
Social Service Division were enjoyed
in the evening.

The office force at the depot has
been increased by the arrival of Mr.
J. Harold Whitehead of Bangor and
elsewhere, who is well known among
up-river employees. “Whitey” is
performing the duties of store-house
man in a very capable and energetic
way.
Nearly all the camps have begun
hauling oft and the landings at Third
and Fourth Lakes present scenes of
unusual activity. Teams have been
coming in in large numbers since
Christmas, oftentimes taxing the
capacity of the hovels at the stopping
ing places along the line between
Ashland and the depot. Charlie
Hallett, our feeder at 10-Mile, and
Fred Gay and John Sweeney, who
officiate in like capacities at 25-Mile
and the depot, are on the job day
and night, and we have heard many
expressions of satisfaction with their
prompt and courteous service.
The Division of Forest Engineers
is well represented at Musquacook
this Winter. Besides the foresters
Phil Murdock and Milford Mehann,
we have the following old timers in
the scaling department: Arthur Du
plessis, Paul Heald, E. R. Larson
and Ora Eastman.
Among the recent additions to the
happy family at the “cottage” is
James McArdle who is the latest
recruit on Mr. White’s staff of Amer
ican Realty scalers. McArdle and
McBriarty, the “Gold Dust Twins”,
have proved to be able mechanics
as well as clever scalers, by keeping
the power generator in first class run
ning order during our moving pic
ture shows.
Company men who have registered
at the depot during the past month
are as follows: L. G. White, W. P.
Upham, Leonard Cormier, C. M.
Hilton, Angus Commeau, R. Mes
ervey, F. Tweedie, Phil Bradeen,
Continued on page 10

I am not surprised at what George has done, for he was always a good boy—Mary Washington
[his mother]
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deeds of patriotism, of mercy, of
justice, of peace. We ask what the
lives of Washington and Lincoln
offer for our emulation. Each was
in earnest, each devoted himself to
what he had to do, and having some
thing to do each did it well. Each
was a good man; their trust was in
a higher power, and they never un
All communications for The Northern dertook any task without asking
should be sent to the editor of The Divine aid and direction. Each was
Northern, Greenville, Maine.
patriotic; their country called them,
and they obeyed its call to the sacri
Washington and Lincoln
fice of any other ambition. Each
Our February number would not was a hero in great things as well
be complete without some homage as in small things. They ruled their
paid to the memory of Washington own spirits as they ruled the people.
and Lincoln. The bottom lines this These points may be enough for us,
month are the tributes paid to these as a younger generation, to copy and
men by some of the great men of imitate: earnestness, uprightness,
England and France as well as of patriotism, heroism. If these four
the United States. It seems most live in our minds and hearts, to in
fitting to use our Comment space spire, mature and make us better
for the following, written by an un men and women, better citizens,
Washington and Lincoln will not
known author:
“Washington and Lincoln! Their have lived and died in vain.”
names are inseparably associated in
Who’s Who In This Issue
the minds of a grateful republic, and
Two familiar names are found
their fame is forever united in the
among our contributors for the Feb
annals of the world.
“History will accord each the ruary issue, Mrs. C. E. Cochrane
place of honor among patriots. We and Bill Moriarty. Mrs. Cochrane’s
cannot think of Washington on the bear story is unique in a country
anniversary of his natal day and be abounding in bear stories. Bill’s
unmindful of Lincoln and his great poems draw a vivid contrast be
ness. One redeemed his country tween the good food found in camps
from a foreign foe; the other saved today and the conditions of former
it from foes of its own household. days.
Washington gave us a country; Lin
coln saved it. Washington fought
that we might have peace, liberty
If we work upon marble,
and happiness; Lincoln fought that
it will perish; if we work
we might enjoy inestimable blessings
upon brass, time will efface
without molestation. Washington
struck the scepter from a tyrant’s
it; if we rear temples, they
hand; Lincoln struck the fetters
will crumble into dust; but
from the enslaved. Washington con
if we work upon immortal
secrated a country; Lincoln hal
souls, if we imbue them
lowed it. Washington is the father
of our country; Lincoln, the saviour
with principles, with the
of it. Washington was a general
fear of God and love of
without fear or reproach; Lincoln
fellow men, we engrave on
a statesmen without guile or shame.
those tablets something
Washington was the lion-hearted;
Lincoln, the simple-hearted.
which brightens all eternity
“The memory of each is embalmed
—Daniel Webster
in the hearts of men and shall be
revered as long as men remember
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Another article by Elbert Hub
bard appears this month.
The
Message to Garcia was used last
month because of the New Year’s
resolution it ought to inspire. This
little story written in an hour had
reached a circulation of over forty
millions a dozen years ago and has
been distributed to soldiers and
government employees of many
countries of Europe and Asia in
addition to its circulation at home.
Get Out or Get In Line is very
appropriate for our February num
ber. May it be read with profit!
The books by Holman F. Day
have been well read and appreciated
by our people. Some few old timers
have seen Mr. Day but very little
authentic data could be secured
from them concerning the author
of King Spruce, The Rider of the
King Log and Red Lane. Holman
F. Day and Fred K. Owen, both
middle of Maine boys, started their
college careers together. At Colby
College they got to be cronies, Day
and Owen, and are yet. They were
on the editorial staff of the Colby
Echo and there learned they could
write. Both got into Lewiston;
Day on the Journal, Owen on the
Sun, just risen. Our article on Hol
man F. Day was written by Fred
K. Owen, his itimate friend. Mr.
Owen is now editorial and political
write on the staff of the Portland
Express and Sunday Telegram.
We have bowed to the inevitable.
Here is our first Cross Word Puzzle,
kindly sent in by Nicholas Fiorillo
of Rockwood and one other who
shall be nameless. It is distinctly
a Northern affair and will probably
be the Waterloo of expert puzzlers
in the outside world.

Born
Thomas Dexter Price born to Mr.
and Mrs. George F. Price December
5 th.
_________________

Our Picture Page
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Office Bunch, Musquacook.
Depot Camp, Musquacook.
“Happy”.
Toting into Musquacook.
“Margaret D.” and Hugh D.
Men’s Camp, Grindstone.
The Office Bunch, Grindstone.

his fidelity to the True, the Right, the Good, Lincoln gained not only favor and applause, but what
is better than all, love—William Dean Howells
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Consult page eight for titles

Washington is, to my mind, the purest figure in history—William Ewart Gladstone
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Northern News
Continuedfrom page 7

Frank Daley and N. A. Smith. Among the American Realty repre
sentatives who have been here re
cently are Al. Carroll, David Jackson, J. D. Coulomb, George Mitchell
and Charles Green.
The sympathy of the operation is
extended to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Daigle in the loss of their little
daughter aged 2 years, who died
January 7th; also to the family of
Hector Daigle of St. John, who died
on December 18th while on the way
from the depot to Ashland.
Our paymaster Bob King had an
amusing experience recently at
Smyrna Mills. Walking along the
road to Tom McLean’s camp he met
McLean for the first time. Think
ing Bob was a cord-cutter looking
for a job, Tom advised him that his
camps were all filled up and he did
not need any more men. Bob in
sisted that he had been given orders
in Bangor to go to McLean’s camp
and Tom insisted just as emphatic
ally that he did not need any more
help. After a few minutes of rather
heated conversation, it was revealed
to King that he was talking to con
tractor McLean, and to McLean
that he was holding converse with
none other than Paymaster King.
After mutual introductions and a
hearty laugh over the ludicrous sit
uation, both men proceeded to the
camp. Now we’re trying to figure
out whether the laugh is on Tom or
Bob—or both.
Fred Street and his staff of clerks,
together with Bob King, Frank
Daley and Phil Bradeen, have shown
themselves to be as quick and re
sourceful at fighting fire as they are
at pushing pencils. The roof of the
office caught fire a few days ago from
an over-heated stove pipe, and the
alarm was soon sounded by the
crackling of the burning timbers in
the roof. The quick ear of Fire
Commissioner Street caught the
sound, and he immediately dis
patched Captain Daley of the Hook
and Ladder company (without a
ladder) to the roof with a pail of
water in each hand. Through the
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efforts of Daley on the outside and
the combined forces within, the blaze
was soon extinguished without any
serious damage resulting.
This
proved to be a good rehearsal, as the
roof caught fire again two days
later, and due to previous experience
was quickly disposed of without dif
ficulty.
The Social Service Division has
installed a horse and pung at this
operation for the purpose of toting
the moving picture and Victrola
equipment around to the various
camps. The name of this fiery little
steed is “Margaret Dillon”. This
is the horse that Angus Matheson
had.

Grant Farm
On December 20th the first Sar
gent snow-plow drawn by a 10-ton
Holt tractor passed by the farm en
route to Ripogenus Dam. It was
in charge of Robert Moore, with
Ernest (Joe) Gilman as assistant.
They left the plow at Rainbow Sid
ing and moved the box-car from the
siding to Sourdnahunk Stream.
C. M. Hilton and his crew, who
have been doing some work between
Musquacook and Chesuncook Lake,
passed thru on their way to Green
ville. Mr. Hilton and several mem
bers of the same crew have since re
turned to Ashland to work on a similiar project.
Pat O’Connell and Osgood Hous
ton have returned to the farm after
spending the Christmas holidays in
Bangor.
W. J. Morrill, Wm. Stewart and
Eugene LeClair have moved to the
halfway camp on the Grant FarmFive Islands line. With this as a
base camp, they will maintain the
telephone lines in the district this
winter. Mr. Morrill is the chef. We
understand Bill swings a mean roll
ing-pin.
Miss Eva Smith of South Brooks
ville, Maine, stopped at the farm on
her return to Chesuncook Village
where she teaches school.
One of Mr. Hersey’s Rhode Island
Red pullets laid an egg measuring
six by seven and a half inches.
Among recent visitors were Joseph
McPhee and George Maguire.
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Austin Harmon has been away
the past week attending to clerical
duties at Lily Bay and Sias Hill.

Brassua Flowage Survey
Personnel

H. W .Wright, Chief-of-party.
H. S. Palmer, Transitman
Dean F. Chase, Levelman
Ralph J. Largay, Rodman
E. A. Cronin, Chainman
J. J. Flanagan,
George Owens, Axeman
Bernard McClellan, ”
Tom Fay
Leo Durant,
Beattey Healey, Flagman
G. L. Morgan, Cook and most im
portant member of the crew.
B. W. Hale was with us a few days
in October but was transferred to
Millinocket to take the place of Mr.
Woods.
The casualty list was very heavy
at Christmas time, E. W. Vickery,
J. B. Sargent, Wm. Dubay, Forest
Goodwin, and George Grant, who
were in the crew, leaving for other
work at that time.
E. W. Vickery was transferred to
work on Dolby Flowage. Sargent
left the company to accept a position
in Newfoundland. Dubay, Good
win and Grant were shifted to scal
ing jobs; the first and last to LaCroix’s operation and Goodwin to
Groleau’s operation on Brassua
Lake.
“Jud” Morgan is the only cook on
record who can holler “Roll Out”
before daylight and make it sound
pleasant.
“Eddie” Cronin says he finds
quite a difference between running
lines in the bush and taking care of
the switchboard in the Bangor office.

Greenville
Mr. F. V. N. Schenck made sev
eral business trips to Bangor during
the month.
Hugh Morrill is inventorying the
stockroom. Herbert McEachern is
assisting him in his duties.
Mr. Woodruff spent several days
at the shop lately. He is engaged
in making a blueprint of a Twin
Lombard tractor.

Lincoln’s career teaches young men that every position of eminence is open before the diligent and
worthy—Bishop Matthew Simpson
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Harry Thomas of Milo has joined
the Machine Shop force*
Guy McCourt and Arthur Smith
have made several trips upriver
lately, repairing lighting plants.
Several sets of tractor sleds have
been completed, under the foreman
ship of Walter Cole.
We note that a number of car
loads of hay for Grant Farm and
Blair Farm have arrived in the
freight yards. There are five car
loads for Blair Farm alone, which
is being toted over by Mr. Charles
Page and his crew.
Thirty carloads of boom logs
from the Van Buren country are
expected to arrive at an early date.
These are to be used by Mr. George
L. O’Connell in the Kennebec ter
ritory.
Mr. E. L. Scribner, formerly in
the employ of the company, was a
recent visitor to our town. Mr.
Scribner is now on the sales force
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company and lives in Dover-Foxcroft.
Mr. Joseph Labrie, more familiar
ly known to the Northern family as
“Old Joe” Labrie, was a guest at the
Piscataquis Exchange during the
month. Joe has worked for many
years for the company but has now
retired and lives at Chesuncook.
He makes an occasional visit to
Bangor. Altho in his eighties, Joe
is as spry as ever. He is just as sharp
at cribbage as he always was and
can be depended upon to have the
last word in an argument.
Mike Cyr of Chesuncook and
Horatio Carrick stopped in Green
ville a few hours on the 3rd. They
were on their way to the camps of
Horace Cates in upper Quebec. They
will be busy there for about a month,
toting in supplies, cutting wood and
getting the place ready for next
summer.
Harry J. Severance and his crew
have renewed their work on the
fence around the machine shop.
With an acetylene torch they have
been drilling holes in the rails which
serve as posts. In one day the crew
drilled 758 holes in this fashion.
This crew also has nearly a mile of
angle iron to put together, for the
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crosspieces. There is a great deal
of sawing and drilling to this work.
The latest fall of snow has put a
damper on automobiling on Moose
head Lake. Previous to this, many
cars had made the trip to Kineo and
return.
Nelson C. Smith was a welcome
arrival at Greenville during the past
month. Nelson is employed in the
office of Mr. Harry Burr and occa
sionally makes a trip upriver with
a crew of men.

Bangor Office
Hon. Charles W. Curtis, our Pur
chasing Agent, is spending part of
each week at Augusta during the
sessions of the State Legislature.
Mr. Curtis is Representative from
the Brewer District.
We regret to announce that Pearl
Higgins, stenographer to Mr. Smith,
has resigned his position to accept a
position with the St. Croix Paper
Co. at Woodland.
Delmont Tasker has been changed
from Mr. Willey’s office to the pos
ition formerly held by Mr. Higgins.
Leslie wishes it to be understood
that there is not a “sweet little doll”.
Why not Leslie?

Chesuncook Dam
George Maguire has a crew here
putting up ice. George reports that
the ice this year is of a very good
quality.
C. P. Gunn and G. E. Burrill have
completed the piping of the house
and have returned to their respective
homes.
On October 27th last, Maxey
Pelkey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Pelkey, was married to Miss Leona
Gendreau of Island Falls.
Donat Dubay, who has been
driving the jitney for the past two
years, has gone to Lily Bay where
he will drive team for Mr. Rollins.
His place has been taken by “Joe”
Gilman. Donat has only been down
river three weeks in the two years
and driving team will come as a wel
come change from the steady drill
of coaxing a jitney over the road be
tween Greenville and Ripogenus
Dam.
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Grindstone
Ben W. Lapham, who died in Mil
linocket last December, was a well
known member of the Northern
family. Before coming to the com
pany he was employed as an engin
eer on the Maine Central Railroad.
He is remembered especially for his
association with the Sourdnahunk
country. Having clerked at Foster
Storehouse for many years. He was
also storehouse clerk at Ripogenus
Dam during the first year of the con
struction. From the 1st of January
1920 until May of 1923 he was em
ployed by Mr. W. J. Curran. From
that time until his death he was the
clerk at the Great Northern Hotel
in Millinocket. He was a member
of the Oddfellows and one of the best
all around men that ever worked up
river. His friends will recall that he
was an ardent lover of hunting and
fishing. Many pictures of his record
catches have appeared in the pages
of “The Maine Woods”.
It is nearing the middle of winter
and everything is progressing favor
ably in the operation. A. L. Ramsey
has finished his cut and has hauled
off about half his wood. This wood
is being landed in Schoodic Stream.
Cone and Boyle have about 800
cords to cut to finish their contract.
They have started hauling off at all
their camps. This wood is landed
on the log-hauler road.
Ben King is practically through
cutting. He also has started to haul
off and expects to close his camp by
the first of February.
The Dolby Pond conveyor is
finished and has been tried out suc
cessfully. W. A. Erskine was the
foreman in charge of its construc
tion.
One would hardly recognize Dolby
Flowage stripped of its dri-ki.
Building 448, the home for the
tractors, has been completed. Thos.
Leet will be in charge of the garage
for the winter. We have four trac
tors here that are going to haul the
Cone and Boyle wood from their
landings to the Dolby Pond con
veyor, a distance of twelve miles
from the far end of the road. How
ard Lovejoy, Lloyd Pickett, Carl

George Washington—the highest human personification of justice and benevolence—William H. Seward
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Hagstrom and Arthur Bryce are
going to drive the four iron horses
this winter. Their strikers, also
familiar figures, are Ralph Boyington, Wm. Gallagher, George McKeen and Earl Hamilton. These
eight men will play an important
part in the operation.
Hadley Vossimer, who has been
cooking at the depot, has left for a
vacation and has been replaced by
J. E. Taylor, one of our well known
woods cooks. We understand that
Hadley has opened a restuarant in
Bangor under the company’s em
ployment office. We all join in wish
ing him the best of success.
Among the new arrivals in our
town are Mrs. Ed Enman and the
children who are to spend the re
mainder of the winter with Supt.
Enman.
Many improvements have been
made around the depot camp re
cently, the most important of them
being the installation of electric
lights and the piping of running
water into the camps.
A. I. Mann has finished four of
the nine piers he is building to make
a holding ground for pulpwood at
Grindstone.

Pittston Farm
J. P. “Mouser” Lemieux and his
crew have completed the burning of
brush along the roads and are now
putting up ice at Pittston and 40Mile.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Asa Larrabee
stopped at the farm on their way to
their camp on the North Branch
where they are to put up ice.
The Pittston family is glad to
welcome back Maurice E. Hall, who
has completely recovered from a
recent operation.
Leon Titcomb recently stopped
at Pittston on his way to La Croix’
operation where he will be employed
by Mr. Hatch.
John O’Brien, formerly clerk at
40 Mile, has gone to the North
Branch district as a scaler.
David Bowser is employed by
Kineo-Pittston Toting as driver of
the Lombard snowplow.
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Wm. Harris was a guest here on
his way down river for a well earned
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Munster
passed through on their way to
Seeboomook.
Fred Stait is now the official mail
carrier.
Henry Crowell went through the
farm on his way to William Stream
Operation in the interest of the Co
burn heirs.
Fred Peterson, with his noble
team of bays, has hauled some record
loads of ice during the past week.
Mr. J. P. Hayes was a guest at the
house on his way to Bangor and
Augusta.
Paul Cyr was a visitor recently.
He was on his way to Old Town to
dispose of his catch of furs.
Peter Gaffney, Joe Ayotte, Frank
Sirois and Albert Stone were among
the familiar faces in the crew coming
out from the Hurricane country.
It is an established belief at Pitt
ston that “Mouser” and R. V. Gan
ders ought to go somewhere and
learn how to play cribbage before
attempting to compete with a mas
ter like Bill Harrington. We sug
gest a correspondence course with
the Rising Sun Cribbage School at
Oscaloosa and would advise taking
the full course of thirteen lessons.
Sandy Mullen stopped here over
night on his way to the North
Branch.
D. W. Nickels remained here
overnight on his way back from
Bangor. As they say in Siberia.
Mr. Nickels, “Well, well!”
Dana Templeton is hauling ties
for John Lamb.
Arthur McFadden and Arthur
Smith installed an Arcola heating
plant at the Boundary Cottage.

Ten Mile Plant
Ice for next season has been cut
at Rockwood by Supt. Murphy and
conveyed to Ten Mile by Leo Boutin
in the White jitney. This was a
good job, well done.
20 below zero is the coldest our
thermometer has yet registered, this
on the morning of January 1st, 1925.
Traffic on the road is rather quiet
at this time. About the only cars
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we see on the road are the Franklins
of Supt. Brosnahan and Fred Sta.it,
the White jitney of Leo Boutin, the
Holt tractor and snowplow with
Henry Dufour in charge and Harold
Sargent as assistant, and the Reo
Speedwagon of Guy Whitten. Mr.
Whitten is hauling ties for Byron
Boyd.
The radio reception of the two
concerts recently given by Victor
artists was most satisfactory and
encouraging. Mme. Lucrezia Bori
and Mr. John McCormack on the
1st of January and Mme. Alda on
the 15th. Mme. Alda was heard
with special delight. Her beautiful
voice came to us at its best, and we
cannot say too much in praise of
those who make available for us here
in the woods these wonderful feasts
of song.
Among those who registered
during the month were A. V. Mac
Neill, L. G. White, F. X. Mooney,
A. G. Faulkner, E. E. Ricker, Guy
McCourt, Joseph McPhee, P. L.
Bradeen and R. V. Ganders.
Mr. M. E. Clough of Garland, a
game warden, spent a few days look
ing around in the vicinity.

Bangor, Maine,
January 9, 1925
Editor, The Northern,
Greenville, Maine.
Dear Sir:—
I have read with much pleasure
the intelligent and interesting article
about Mount Kineo by Prof. Smith
in the January issue.
I once made some soundings at
the foot of the cliff on the east side
of the mountain. It was just at the
point where a black shadow shows
near the centre of the picture at the
top of page four.
Two yards out from the cliff my
plummet dropped down 45 feet be
fore striking anything; it went down
another 45 feet before reaching any
thing on which it could rest. The
bottom drops off rapidly here until
at a point perhaps 50 yards out from
the cliff I found 170 feet of water. I
had no more line so did not look for
a deeper place.
P. H. Vose

The best way to estimate the value of Lincoln is to think what the condition of America would be today
if he had never lived—never been President—Walt Whitman
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Get Out or Get In Line

all the letters, messages and speeches
that every life must be its own excuse for being, but
of Lincoln were destroyed, except that
look how he calls Hooker’s attention to the fact that
one letter to Hooker, we should still have
the dissension Hooker has shown is going to return
a good index to the heart of the Railand plague him! “Neither you, nor Napoleon, were
Splitter.
he alive, could get any good out of an army while
In this letter we see that Lincoln ruled his own
such a spirit prevails in it.” Hooker’s fault falls on
spirit; and we also behold the fact that he could rule
Hooker—others suffer, but Hooker suffers most of all.
others. The letter shows frankness, kindliness, wit,
If the concern where you are employed is all wrong,
tact, wise diplomacy and infinite patience.
and the Old Man a curmudgeon, it may be well for
Hooker had harshly and unjustly criticised Lin
you to go to the Old Man and confidentially, quietly
coln, his Commander-in-Chief, and he had embar
and kindly tell him that he is a curmudgeon. Explain
rassed Burnside, his ranking officer. But Lincoln
to him that his policy is absurd and preposterous.
waives all this in deference to the virtues that he
Then show him how to reform his ways, and you
believes Hooker possesses, and promotes him to
might offer to take charge of the concern and cleanse
succeed Burnside. In
it of its secret faults.
other words the man
Do this, or if for any
Executive Mansion
who had been wronged
reason you should pre
Major-General Hooker:
Washington, January 26,1863
promotes the man who
fer not, then take your
General: I have placed you at the head of the Army of the Potomac.
had wronged him, over
Of course I have done this upon what appear to me to be sufficient
choice of these: Get
reasons, and yet I think it best for you to know that there are some
the head of a man
Out,
or Get in Line.
things in regard to which I am not quite satisfied with you.
whom the promotee
You have to do one or
I believe you to be a brave and skilful soldiet, which, of course, I like.
had wronged, and for
the other—now make
I
also believe you do not mix politics with your profession, in which
whom the promoter
your choice.
you are right.
had a warm, personal
If you work for a
You have confidence in yourself, which is a valuable if not an indis
friendship.
man, in heaven’s name
pensable quality.
But all personal con
work for him!
You are ambitious, which, within reasonable bounds, does good rather
siderations were sunk
than harm, but I think that during General Burnside’s command of
If he pays you wages
the army you have taken counsel of your ambition and thwarted him
in view of the end de
that
supply you your
as much as you could, in which you did a great wrong to the country
sired.
Yet it was
bread
and
butter,
and to a most meritorious and honorable brother officer.
necessary that the
work for him—speak
I have heard, in such a way as to believe it, of your recently saying
that both the army and the government needed a dictator. Of course it
man promoted should
well of him, think well
was not for this, but in spite of it, that I have given you the command.
know the truth and
of him, stand by him
Only those generals who gain successes can set up dictators. What
Lincoln told it to him
and stand by the in
I now ask of you is military success, and I will risk the dictatorship.
The government will support you to the utmost of its ability, which is
in a way that did not
stitution he represents.
neither more nor less than it has done and will do for all commanders.
humiliate nor fire to
I think if I worked
I
much fear that the spirit you have aided to infuse into the army, of
foolish anger; but
for a man I would
criticising their commander and withholding confidence from him, will
now ‘turn upon you. I shall assist you as far as I can to put it down.
which certainly pre
work for him.
I
Neither you nor Napoleon, if he were alive again, could get any good
vented the attack of
would not work for
out of an army while such a spirit prevails in it. And now beware of
rashness; beware of rashness, but with energy and sleepless vigilance
cerebral elephantiasis
him a part of the time,
go forward and give us victories. Yours very truly, A. LINCOLN.
to which Hooker was
and the rest of the
time work against him.
liable.
One point in Lincoln’s letter is especially worth our
I would give an undivided service or none.
consideration, for it suggests a condition that springs
If put to the pinch, an ounce of loyalty is worth a
like a deadly nightshade from a poisonous soil. I
pound of cleverness. If you must vilify, condemn
refer to the habit of sneering, carping, grumbling at
and eternally disparage, why, resign your position,
and criticising those who are above us. The man who
and when you are outside, damn to your heart’s con
is anybody and who does anything is surely going to
tent. But, I pray you, so long as you are a part of
be criticised, vilified and misunderstood. This is a
an institution, do not condemn it. Not that you will
part of the penalty for greatness, and every great man
injure the institution—not that—but when you dis
understands it; and understands too, that, it is no
parage the concern of which you are a part, you dis
parage yourself.
proof of greatness. The final proof of greatness lies
in being able to endure contumely without resent
-ELBERT HUBBARD
ment. Lincoln did not resent criticism; he knew
Reprinted by permission of The Roy crofters

Washington, a pure and high-minded gentleman, of dauntless courage and stainless honor, simple and
stately of manner, kind and generous of heart—Henry Cabot Lodge
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Our Own Cross Word Puzzle

DEFINITIONS

1.
6.
12.
13.

14.
16.
17.
18.
21.
23.

24.

25.

27.
29.
31.

32.
33 .
34.

HORIZONTAL
Our Chief.
A high company official.
Initials of a brand of spark plug.
Abbreviation for a word meaning
“every”.
What the telephone crew rides around
in.
Unusual.
What an Irish comedian says when he
means “I”.
A gear.
Abbreviation for the month in which
most of the drives start.
Adverb showing location of a river
driver when he falls off the boom.
Word meaning “and” in several foreign
languages.
A word of two syllables, the first being
the name of a favorite soup served
in the woods, and the second a barn
yard fowl.
To make snug or close.
Form of word meaning “to obtain”.
The first syllable of a superintendent’s
name.
Slang for what causes men to lose their
jobs.
The first lady.
What we are all working to produce.

35. Person of an irritable temperament.
36. What Harold Casey never makes in a
ball game. (What do you mean,
never?)
37. What a clerk writes when he approves
a requisition, as being filled.
38. What an Englishman says when he
means a form of headgear.
39. Prefix meaning “one”.
40. This word and the one beginning with
42 horizontal form the name of a
very popular monthly paper. (How
we do hate ourselves!)
47. A necessity of the pulpwood industry.
48. Condition of apples before being used
in pies in the woods.
49. A fish not particularly regarded as a
dainty in this part of the country.
50. The part of a car which is rather essen
tial on Sias Hill.
53. To promise.
55. The direction in which Seboomook lies
from Lily Bay.
56. How Gene O’Connell would handle a
telegram arriving at Ashland for a
camp in Musquacook.
58. What anyone should possess and use,
to get a job done properly.
60. A brand of typewriter largely used in
woods operations.
62. What a jobber exclaims in the spring
when he cashes in a large time bill.
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64. A pronoun.
65. Contraction for the name of the largest
engineering project in the state.
68. The first two letters of a powerful ex
plosive.
69. A bunch of yarn.
72. The result of a scrap where the de
cision is given to neither participant.
73 . Found on acid containers.
75. A Roman coin.
77. Initials of a French-Canadian jobber.
78. The way in which the first name of a
famous checker player is usually
spelled.
81. Brand of provision used in logging op
erations.

VERTICAL
1. Name of a building common to 20
Mile, 40 Mile, and the head of Caucomgomoc Lake.
2. What George Maquire has been cut
ting lately. (See Northern News!)
3. Vegetables raised in great quantities
at Pittston Farm.
4. What the driver ahead of you on the
road never seems to have when you
honk your horn.
5. Another of the necessities of the up
river activities of the Spruce Wood
Department.
7. How they used to prepare some of the
beef used in the woods.
8. Abbreviation for head.
9. A heavy person connected with a cer
tain periodical.
10. Abbreviation for “Codfish Only.”
11. A bad horse
15. Name of a popular superintendent.
19. Another name for Doctor Mebane or
Doctor Murch.
20. A brand of tobacco, the second word
abbreviated.
22. Clerk’s equipment.
26. A combining form meaning “having
Mars as the center of origin.” This
is hard, we’ll admit.
28. Former Emperor of Russia. (Slightly
misspelled.)
30. Stabilizer used on vehicles in the woods.
32. Important part of a car.
34. Utensil much used on a drive.
35. A substance used on roofs.
39 • A color of paint.
41 • Suffix meaning agent.
42. Name of a girl.
43. Abbreviation for an outside shirt.
44. Spanish for “his”.
45. Initials for East Line.
46. What the Employment Office provides.
54. Form of word meaning “consumed”.
55. Home of bird.
57. Unit of measure.
59. Preposition.
61. A species of hardwood.
63. Man’s name.
64. Adverb meaning “in what manner”.
66. Childish name for male parent.
67. Initials of a familiar railroad.
69. Source of light to earth.
70. Consume.
71. Prefix indicating “equality”.
74. Initials of a school.
76. Direction in which Musquacook lies
from Greenville.
78. No good.
79. One or any.
80. Direction in which Grindstone lies
from Millinocket.

Lincoln was the humblest of the humble before his conscience, greatest of the great before history
—Castelar
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The Pencil Stiff
The timekeeper wears a pencil
over one ear and a troubled expres
sion upon his brow, but do not be
deceived. In reality but two things
worry him, where his next firewood
is coming from and whether the bull
cook will or will not wash that union
suit as promised. His duties are
extremely varied. He must consult
with the cook and order supplies
for the camp and sometimes they
arrive. If he is new and the cook
by any chance Irish, he also orders
chicken, oysters, fresh eggs, milk
and so forth but, strangely enough,
they never come. He checks his
brave men twice a day and there is
a suspicion in some quarters that
he does this from the office door as
they come in to their vittles. He
runs a general store on a small scale
and if he is not careful has the doubt
ful pleasure of paying for the tobacco
of half the crew. He is likewise the
camp physician, performs minor
operations and prescribes iodine
and Epsom salts with equal en
joyment.
A new timekeeper usually re
ceives a telephone message from
some mysterious person to go at
once to Camp 3, eleven miles dis
tant, and secure two beanhole
handles and a gopher-iron. If he
is as green as all that and no one
stops him, he repairs to Camp 3
and is handed the heaviest move
ables about the place, a couple of
sled-shoes, perhaps, or an anvil.
He writes letters for members of
the crew and learns cribbage in self
defense. A timekeeper mends grain
bags, or is supposed to, which is not
quite the same thing, and he asks
new men where they were born and
why and whom to notify in case of
accident, which gives the camp
joker the chance to get off that kill
ing line, “The Undertaker."!

The job calls for abilities of a
peculiar nature. One must be adapt
able. The term “paper-work” is
rather a misnomer when it comes to
handling tons of hay and oats, bar
rels of salt pork and corned beef and

other supplies that call for the pro
verbial bull strength and awkward
ness. A clerk should have a working
knowledge of seven languages, in
cluding the Scandinavian and the
profane, and he must know woods
parlance. A man coming in to settle
will probably say, “Mix me up a
walk, son, I’m leavin’ !‘”
The impression is quite general
that a timekeeper can get lost within
sight of the tote-road. A few years
back, one of them managed to get
lost so successfully, with a whole
crew out looking for him, that he
nearly hung a drive. Next to him
in glory should stand the lad who
kicked on his own time. He was
keeping the time for a small dam job
and presumably had plenty of time
to put down for himself one straight
mark each day. At the end of the
job, however, he claimed he was six
days short!
There is current an opinion that
a timekeeper only works two or
three days at the end of the month,
when the reports are in order. The
opinion is erroneous. To be sure
the final days of the month are busy
ones. Napoleon directing a battle,
dictating to his secretary and carry
ing on a love affair with Josephine
at the same time would have nothing
on some clerks at the end of the
month. They can throw a payroll
together, work on a jobber’s 76,
load tote-teams and settle with a
crew with an ease that would make
the one-armed paper-hanger of hap
py memory blush with envy. It is
then also that the timekeeper grap
ples with his form 89, emerging
triumphantly or despairingly as the
case may be. In all these years only
one timekeeper has been known
whose 89 each month came out right
the first time. And he, poor lad, is
with the angels where he belongs.
There is plenty of work to be done
in any camp if the job is to be done
right. It is not showy work. Keep
ing a close tally on supplies so that
the cook is never out of anything,
ordering equipment for the foreman
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and keeping after it until it arrives,
keeping an office so bright and clean
that men are glad to enter it, these
are part of the job and they count
in the long run. Repairing a woods
telephone line in case of a break,
keeping the tools picked up about
the dooryard, cheerfully offering his
services in an emergency, these may
be trifles but they point to a time
keeper who knows his job. The
“jill timekeeper” is, after all, the
foundation of the clerical system.

Planted Acres Yield 49 cords of
Pulpwood at 44 years of age.
Mr. R. W. Lyons, Assistant For
ester of the Laurentide Company,
during the past summer visited the
Norway Spruce plantations on the
Billings Estate at Woodstock, Ver
mont, where he took photographs
and measurements of the stand,
which is one of the oldest Norway
Spruce stands on the continent.
This plantation was made in the
year 1880 on a sandy loam soil.
There are no records to show how
many trees were planted per acre,
or where the stock was obtained.
The elevation above sea level is
approximately 1,100 feet, extreme
winter temperature 35-40 degrees
below zero. The plantation covers
seven acres and was apparently
mixed with maple and not thinned.

Several plots were measured and
the averages are given below:—
Number of trees per acre.................
168
Average diameter, breast high (4 1/2') . . 13.1"
Average diameter, stump high (18"). 15.4"
Average height................................
75'
Average volume....................... 26.388 cu.
Total volume............................ 4433.184 ft.

The total volume divided by 90,
the average amount of solid wood
in a stacked cord, gives 49.2 cords
per acre in a period of 44 years.
Any paper company which had
limits at the present time which
looked anything like this would con
sider itself peculiarly fortunate, es
pecially if they were located within
a few miles of the mill.
—The Illustrated Canadian
FOREST and 0UTDOORS

Our country, made under Washington, saved under Lincoln, it is ours to keep it—-Edwin C. Bolles

